
Cats & Magic - Quest Intro Dialogues
These dialogues were written to give players some context before dropping a quest on them. The setting is
a magic kingdom ruled by cats. The Evil Fog ruined it, and your goal is to find the missing cats. The
dialogues aim to give useful information in a concise and entertaining way and convey each cat's
personality.

1.
Robin: Thanks a ton, I'll use these gems for good deeds!
Lucky: I'm sure you will, but what about that secret of yours?
Robin: Okay, don't judge, but I overheard Purrlin talking to one of his students…
Lucky: Robin, we'll think about morality later! Just tell me!
Robin: Ok, fine! You need to get to Mighty Tower and find the Magic Globes used to summon lost cats!
2.
Lucky: Hey, Robin, I found this magic pollen. Can it be of help?
Robin: I saw one of Purrlin's students sprinkling an Emerald Globe with green pollen to open it.
Lucky: Robin, we really need to educate you on info privacy after all this is over. But thank you!
3.
Lucky: It worked! Blossom, so lovely to finally see you!
Blossom: Thanks for finding me, fellow adventurer and his mysterious friend!
Lucky: You'll have a chance to talk, but... How are you?! I missed you!!
Robin: Well, this is not awkward at all…
Button: Ahem, I think we should get moving. You guys need to go look for more Vials!

Cats & Magic - Buildings' Descriptions
Narrative tools are not limited to dialogues, of course. Even something as small as a building description
can provide lots of lore information and set a certain tone to the game.

Cat Alley: The biggest shop in Catland. Not all things end up here legally, but there's nothing a shiny
coin couldn't buy.
Fishtail Bakery: These pastries look and taste like fish, but they're made from organic magic.
Cat Theatre: Actors are so believable in their roles that they had to specify they're actually cats in the
name of the theatre.
At Toffee's: This place and its meowsome menu have made quite a buzz! The restaurant specializes in
desserts by Toffee the Chéf.

Mindie Toomanie's Story - Mommy of the Year
This story was created for a 3D puzzle game called Artisan Diaries. Each line is delivered through a
dialogue window, so it was essential to keep the texts short but intriguing. FYI: Mindie is a young mom of
triplets. Her husband spends a worrying amount of time on business trips.



Babies escape
➔ Ah, there you are! I've been looking everywhere for you! Or was I looking for Benny? Or Kenny?

Definitely, not Penny...
➔ Anyway, while we're all still here, I need your help! I'm late for the Mommy Of The Year contest

since my toddlers won't sit still without their toys.
➔ Could you please take care of Penny's bunny first? She's fidgeting like crazy!

Supermom's secret
➔ Thanks! Now I can finally lace my second shoe! Imagine how embarrassing it would be to trip on

stage…
➔ Not as if having my shoes laced would help me – Mrs. Whipples wins every single year. She's a

super mom and grandma!
➔ She says the secret lies in experience, but I believe her trick is not having three babies at once…
➔ Phew, I finally managed to get this giraffe out of Kenny's mouth! It definitely needs your magic!

Weird lullaby
➔ You're my savior! Time to get that porridge out of my hair! Oh, I'm so nervous, I really want to

participate!
➔ It's important for new moms to get at least some recognition. And I think I deserve to have some

fun once in a while!
➔ Benny loves his spinner. The noise it makes bugged me at first, but now it works like a lullaby…
➔ No time for sleep, though! I heard Mrs. Whipples is planning quite a show, I have to see it!

Rumors say there are sheep involved! Ok, catch you later!

Hectic but worth it
➔ Wow! No, WOW! Mrs. Whipples knows how to impress! All 100 of her grandchildren were

dressed as sheep, and they sang Mary Had A Little Lamb.
➔ Well, our stage cannot fit so many people, so they were constantly pushing each other, some of

the kids even fell off... It was hilarious to watch!
➔ You're talking to the Queen of Napkins and the Empress of Boogers, by the way! I WON! Of

course, my babies had to make a scene…
➔ But I'm glad they did! They wobbled onto the stage while I was singing, and their babbling

enchanted everyone!
➔ I'm definitely going to call my husband so that he can be proud of me! Once I find Penny, of

course…

Voiceover Script for Into the Radius VR - Committee's New Year Tape
Most ITR's lore is delivered through tapes, which require voiceovers. This text was written for a holiday
update, in which the players got a cardboard Christmas tree and a few cans of pineapples.



Dear Explorers!

It’s been a tough year, but thanks to your perseverance and our support, you made it.

From the bottom of our hearts, we’d like to thank you for keeping spirits high and exploring the Pechorsk
Exclusion Zone.

The number of missing personnel has dropped significantly, and it’s another thing to celebrate! Every
single missing Explorer will be forever remembered for their heroic deeds.

On the bright side, this year, we’d like to treat you with pure catharsis for your taste buds - canned
pineapple.

May you and your dear ones live as long as these precious cans on your shelves!

Safety warning: don’t burn candles on your cardboard tree, it may end up disastrous.

Congratulations on surviving this year, on to another!
Happy Holidays & Watch Your Back!


